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About
Nevermoor is a 
series, not a 
single book!

Here are two different 
blurbs of the first book.



What is the wundrous society?
The Wundrous Society, also known as “WunSoc”, is Nevermoor's most 
elite organization and institution. Those who are lucky enough to attend 
the school are lifelong members of the Society, whose membership brings 
respect, honour, and celebrity-like status for many. 

Each member receives a Golden 'W' Pin—to show non-Society members 
who they are—and a Golden 'W' imprint over the fingerprint on the index 
finger—to help Society members recognize each other. 

In order to join the society, you must first be chosen by a patron, a person 
already in the Wondrous Society, and then pass a series of trials against 
hundreds of other applicants, of which only nine children will be chosen 
(who become a Unit). The first three trials are different each year, but the 
final trial, the show trail, is always the same: the child shows off their 
special skill in front of a huge audience. 



Books
Nevermoor is a series, not a single book.

There are  3 books at the moment:

1) Nevermoor: The trials of Morrigan Crow

2) Hollowpox: The hunt for Morrigan Crow

3) Wundersmith: The calling of Morrigan Crow.

The fourth book in the series is scheduled to be 
released on 23rd Oct 2023. It will be called 
“Silverborn: The mystery of Morrigan Crow”





Who is the villain?

Ezra Squall is a Wundersmith and the main 
antagonist of Nevermoor. He was banished a 
hundred years ago from the fantastic world of 
Nevermoor for killing innocent people and 
doing terrible things during the Great War. He 
wants to be Morrigan’s patron and teach her 
how to control Wunder. He visits Nevermoor 
through the Gossamer.



Why I like this book 
I like this book because 

there is quite a lot of magic 
and new information is always  
being added.

Who I recommend it to
I recommend this book to anyone 
who likes fantasy  and magic. This 
book has a slight bit of mystery in 
it. Hence if you like mystery you 
might like it as well.

Jessica Townsend was on born on 
the 18th of April 1985 in 
Caloundra, Queensland. She is an 
Australian author and is the 
youngest of five siblings.

• Morrigan Crow – Main character
• Hawthorne - her best friend
• Jupiter North – her mentor
• Ezra Squall – the villain
• Fenestra – a magnificat (a very 

big talking  cat)
• Unit 919 – Morrigan’s unit
• + loads more!
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THE END Thank you 

for 

watching!


